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Cabbage rolls are one of the most popular and favorite dishes in Ukraine and many other countries

around the world. This book is a step-by-step recipe guide with pictures of each step.This recipe

guide would be good for beginners and those with experience who wants to try something new.

Enjoy! This is what the happy readers said:"I love this dish and I recommend it to anybody.

Yummm!""This little book has the recipe and an easy to follow with pictures of the tasty treats."
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I have made golubtsi before using a recipe from an elderly Polish woman who was my neighbor...

and they came out great. This recipe seems like it is easier than hers and I do like the idea of the

carrot (which was different from the recipe I have).I was hoping for more than "one recipe with lots

of detail (which is great for those who have never made them)", and some variations for the fillings.I

am vegan and I have substituted a homemade vegan sausage mixture for the meat and they were

equally tasty. These little cabbage rolls make a wonderful meal, and can be reheated in a lightly



oiled (or buttered) frying pan, lightly browning them, and then covering them to steam them for

heating through. Delicious with ketchup, which is the way I have eaten them at the local Ukrainian

Club! Yummy!

This is the book I will refer my friends and friends' daughters and sons to so they can learn how to

easily cook cabbage rolls. The recipes are certainly authentic. Hungarian cabbage rolls are a bit

different, but I appreciate the nuances of the traditional Ukrainian versions as presented in this

book. It's easy to follow along with the narrative and photos. The instructions are straightforward

and I could almost 'hear' my mom or her mom giving her these instructions. You will get the tasty,

traditional, home-cooked results that only come from cooking with knowledge and love. Thanks for

reminding me it's time to cook up a batch soon!

The author has done a fantastic job at showing, step by step, how to make Cabbage Rolls,

Ukranian style. I will definitely be trying out this recipe as I'm always keen to attempt new things,

and it looks like they will be very tasty.

I just grabbed 'Cabbage Rolls Colubtsi - Step by Step Picture Cookbook: How to make Cabbage

Rolls (Ukrainian Famous Recipes) - because I love these little recipe books that show you how to

create a new recipe. The title is a mouthful, but so then is this recipe! We're going to give this one a

try tomorrow night, as I've got all the ingredients already on hand. I think this is going to be a new

family favorite.If you're looking for a fast and versatile idea for those 'what's for dinner blues' give

this one a shot!

Growing up with a grandmother of Finnish and German descent, cabbage rolls were a staple.

However, we used ground beef, green peppers, onions, rice, and sauerkraut for the filling. Rolls

were placed in a pot and covered with tomato sauce. This book brought back some good memories.

I love cabbage rolls and my mother used to make them, but they seemed like a lot of trouble. This

detailed description of how to prepare them makes it seem possible that anyone could make them.

I'm a great lover of cabbage and ground beef and ground pork so this combination seems like

something that will be on my menu at least once a month. The pictures are just what is needed to

complete the directions.



The book was great. I love to cook and I think I can make it with chicken. My son loves cabbage and

I'm sure to surprise him with this for dinner. I can sneak in veggies by putting them in the food

processor.

My mom used to make her delicious cabbage rolls frequently growing up. Hers were a bit different,

using ground beef and a tomato base. I love sour cream tho, and can't wait to try this Ukrainian

version. I hope mom won't mind. They look pretty easy to make with this book's clear directions and

lots of pictures to guide the way.
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